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This bachelor thesis studies an interesting topic. The selected stories by the
world famous (and Nobel prize-winning) author lsaac Bashevis Singer are limited
to those taking place in the United States. lt focuses on newly-arrived Jewish
Europeans, many survivors of the Holocaust (only rarely does he include
American-born Jews).
A mark of criticism is that Ms Salhiová never really criticizes the author but
focuses in her analysis on plot and character only, and only occasionally considers
the broader questions of the stories within their context. Does Singer tend
toward repeated caricatures of Jewish men, as some critics argue? Does Singer
portray women like a misogynist as so many feminist critics have stated? Does
Singer, for example, exhibit Jungian archetypical characters of "motherliness" as if
he missed his own mother? His constant pre-occupation with sexual relations is
not commented upon at all, Much of the analysis is lacking, and unfortunately
greater space in this bachelor thesis is dedicated to a mere recapitulation of the
plots.
The writing is clear with an assortment of minor errors and it is also well
structured. lt is only the wish that at least one of the themes (loss of religion,
role of women, assimilation etc) would have been developed a little more deeply.
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What significant difference between male characters and female characters
do you find among Singer's characters and do you feel American society
has directed the relations between the man and women Jewish immigrants
to have become more erotic in nature?
Why do some Jews in Singer's stories "assimilate" to mainstream American
life successfully (lsrael Danzinger, Max Flederbush for example) while so
many others fail to do so miserably (Regina Wertheim, the narrator in
"There are no coincidences," the smuggler, Zeinvel Markus etc), in your
opinion?
I mentioned to you that Singer's story "The Beard" is not uniquely Jewish
but actually Catholic in origin... "Walgefortis" is a recognized and very
famous Catholic saint, and that Singer modified that Catholic saint to his
own needs in order to create "The Beard." Do you know of any other
sources (outside of Singer's biography or personal encounters) which
served as inspiration for his stories?


